
 Supreme Axis and Allies

A set of game mods for the board game, Axis & Allies; mods created by Michael R. Rountree with input
from others

Throughout this manual, certain terms will be used which are defined in the Glossary. These terms are keywords which serve
as shorthand for an important game mechanic. Where die rolls are called for, they will be expressed as “2D6” which
means rolling of two 6-sided die (adding the two together for a total of between 2 and 12).

Overview of New Game Enhancements

This version of the game introduces several factors to make the game more interesting and perhaps more historical. Some new
unit types are introduced, such as scouts and fortifications. Technology research is revised with a new game mechanic which
provides greater incentive for investment.  Movement is consolidated as a single phase, rather than needing to keep track of
movement pre- and post- combat.  National morale can have a game-swinging effect, and can bring a losing nation to the
negotiating table. Bombers behave differently, acting in terms of discrete missions. Fighters now can engage in dogfights, which
may be a way to neutralize their inherent combat strengths versus other unit types.  And all of this plays out across a revised
game map.

Understanding the Map

The game map is divided into distinct Territories and Sea Zones, each of which has a unique name. Territories also have an
IPC value associated with them (which may be zero). Additionally, the Territories are grouped into Regions, and Sea Zones are
grouped into Seas.  Regional boundaries are non-straight edges that follow coastlines or rivers, while the boundaries that
subdivide the region into Territories are straight lines. The boundaries that separate Seas are heavier than ordinary Sea Zone
boundaries.  Some game effects may apply to a Region or Sea and will say so; otherwise, game effects are to be understood to
apply to Territories and Sea Zones.  A unit that is located in a Territory is said to Occupy that territory.  Certain Sea Zones
are designated as Shipping Lanes for a given nation, and have value to that player only if there are no enemy units present in
the Sea Zone.

Certain Territories contain Victory Cities, marked by a star. The object of the game is to control the majority of these Victory
Cities, by one alliance or another. Players should decide at the start of the game what the victory threshold will be. At a
minimum, 9 VC's must be controlled by one alliance, but players can agree to a 10, 11, or 12 VC requirement. If a high
threshold is chosen, it may well be that one or more nations end up Surrendering; if all nations of one alliance end up
Surrendering then the remaining alliance wins, regardless of VC control. If players wish to award an individual game winner,
then the player on the winning alliance whose marker is furthest to the right on the Morale Chart wins the game (this shows
that they have gained the most morale during the course of the game).

Order of Play

Each player plays as one of five warring nations. If there are less than five players involved, then some of them must agree to
play as more than one nation. It is recommended that for four player, one person plays as both USSR and USA, and for three
players, one person plays as both Japan and Germany, but any combination that all players agree to is acceptable.

Each round of play consists of one turn each for each nation, in the following order: USSR, Germany, UK, Japan, USA.

Each nation's turn consists of the following phases:

1. Research Priority
2. Purchase Units and Develop Technology
3. Movement
4. Combat Resolution
5. Placement of new units

6. Collect Income
7. Morale

Game Setup

Each nation has a setup card which describes the number and type of units to place in each location on the map. Sometimes,
units are specified for a Region rather than a specific territory; in this case, it is up to the player to determine which of those
units go in each Territory that makes up that Region.  This means that every game can be different, right from the beginning!
It also means that players must set up in order, beginning with USA and proceeding backwards through the normal turn order



to end with USSR.  Note that Naval units are always given a specific Sea Zone for setup.

1. Research Priority and Technology Development

At the start of each player's turn, that player may choose to invest IPC's towards various research projects, which may result in
a decided technological edge that turns the war. This happens in two stages. First, the player must have determined a Research
Priority. Second, enough Technology Points must be accumulated to make that technology active. A player may only have one
Research Priority at a time, but some of these technologies produce chits which the player can use later, even after switching to
some other Research Priority.

The first phase of each player's turn is the Research Priority phase. This occurs before any other purchasing, since it may affect
purchasing decisions. During this phase, the player may opt to spend 5 IPC's.  If they do, they take 2D6 and roll one time. The
result of this roll determines their new Research Priority, and that player takes the Research Card with that number on it. If
some other player already possesses that Research Card, then the Research Priority roll was wasted, and no new technology is
gained. If the player already has a different Research Card, then that Research Card is returned to the available technology
pool.

Each Research Card describes the technology that it will make available, and includes a Technology Points tracker. Place a
control marker (or other counter of your choice) on the points tracker and use it to record progress towards the minimum
number of Tech Points required to make the technology active. Some Research Cards produce a chit, to be used by the player
at their discretion, and then reset the Tech Points to zero to begin counting towards another chit. Other Research Cards simply
provide a continuous effect once active, and further Tech Points have no effect.

Tech Points are accumulated during the Purchase Units phase. As long as a player has a Research Card, that player may spend
5 IPC's per die roll and roll 1D6 that many times, adding the value rolled to the Tech Points tracker on that card. A player
may choose to do this all at once, or may buy one and roll it then buy another and roll it, etc. Tech Points may not be
transferred from one player to another nor from one card to another.

List of Research Priorities

2 = ATOMIC BOMB: 25 Tech Points, continuous; Strategic Bombing also reduces territory IPC value -2

3 = KAMIKAZE: 5 Tech Points per chit; Air Units do not have to land this turn (if so, they are destroyed after combat)

4 = JET POWER: 12 Tech Points, continuous; FIT units dogfight at +1

5 = HEAVY BOMBERS: 10 Tech Points, continuous; All BMB units use one extra die in bombing missions

6 = GENIUS SCIENTISTS: 5 Tech Points per chit; Tech Point rolls for this turn cost -2

7 = AMBUSH: 7 Tech Points per chit; For the current combat, player's INF get one sneak round

8 = WAR EFFORT: 5 Tech Points per chit; Increase one of player's original territories IPC value +1

9 = ROCKETS: 10 Tech Points, continuous; Each AAG may launch Strategic Bombing for 1 damage with range of 3

10 = SUPERIOR GENERAL: 7 Tech Points per chit; For the current combat, enemy ARM, ART, FIT, and BTL fight -1

11 = CODEBREAKING: 10 Tech Points per chit; For the current combat, all units of one side get sneak first round

12 = INDUSTRIAL TECH: 20 Tech Points, continuous; All unit purchases other than FRT cost -1

Each nation, when it rolls to determine Research Priority, may choose to take either the die roll or exercise their National
Advantage. The National Advantage is a Research Priority that serves as sort of a “default” for each nation, however if
another nation already has that card it may not be taken. National Advantages are as follows:

USSR: (7) Ambush

GER: (6) Genius Scientists

UK: (8) War Effort

JAP: (3) Kamikaze

USA: (10) Superior General

2. Unit Purchasing

During this phase, the player must decide which units are likely to be needed for the next round of play, since they will not be
placed until the end of the current turn.  Consult the chart of unit costs and abilities, and spend up to the current amount of
IPC's in possession. Any IPC's not spent will be saved and be available for use on a future turn.  A player may also opt to
spend some money towards Tech Points to develop a game altering advantage, as discussed in the section on Research Priority.
Set aside all purchased units where they are visible by other players, along with any saved IPC's, and hand over the purchase
cost to the bank.



Certain kinds of units, such as Scout Infantry, are restricted in terms of the total number that a player may purchase and have
active at the same time. Other units are unlimited, and the player may purchase more of that kind of unit even if they do not
have enough physical playing pieces to represent them. Use counters or chits stacked under one representative unit to show
multiples of a unit.  For instance, three infantry may be represented by one infantry (INF) game piece with two counters under
them; the two counters are understood to be additional instances of the INF.

There are three broad categories of units that can be purchased: Ground, Naval, and Air. Ground units may only be placed on
and move over land territories, while Naval units may only be placed on and move over Sea Zones.  Air units must be placed
on land territories or on Aircraft Carriers, but may move over both land and sea during a player's turn.  These units come in
each nation's colors, aside from Industries (IND) and Anti-Aircraft Guns (AAG) which are common to all players.  If a player
runs out of game pieces for a given type of unit, then no more of that unit type may be purchased, unless they are able to
consolidate existing units on the board by using chits stacked under one representative unit.

3. Movement

During this phase, all units may move; if they move into enemy-occupied or enemy-owned Territories and/or Sea Zones, a
Combat engagement will be generated in that location (see detection rules for sea units, below). Every unit the player controls
may move, and may move into different combat theaters, to set up as many combat engagements as desired.  Units are able to
move across as many Territory or Sea Zone boundaries as their movement rating, but must stop once they encounter enemy
units or enemy-controlled territory.  The only exceptions to this are ARM units with the Blitz ability, which need only halt
movement when encountering enemy units, and Air units, which may fly over enemy units and territories to reach their
destination.  However, if an Air unit flies over an Anti-Aircraft Gun (AAG) anywhere along its route, it will be subject to
AAG fire – see AAG rules under Combat Resolution.

Air units must declare where they will land (flight plan, set out a landing marker on the map) to complete their movement,
though they may pause where they intend to participate in Combat.  The flight plan must include a legal place to land; this rule
is only waived for a nation with the Kamikaze technology.  If the flight plan includes returning to land on an Aircraft Carrier,
but that CAR is destroyed during combat, then the Air units will not be able to land and will be destroyed.

Some units may be carried by other units, such as INF boarding a Transport (TRN) to cross the sea. In all such cases, the
carried unit must use its movement first, and then the carrying unit can move. Thus, a tank can move a couple of times in
order to reach a TRN, then board it, and the TRN then moves across the water. As another example, Fighters (FIT) from a
Carrier (CAR) must take off and fly to their combat zone, then the CAR can move while they are out fighting. When a TRN
unloads its cargo, the units it unloads may not move any further. Naval units may not move through one of the canals on the
map unless the land territory(ies) that border the canal are controlled by friendly forces.  Movement into a Territory that is
enemy-controlled but has no enemy units other than IND or AAG units counts as Combat, and units must stop there unless
they have the Blitz ability.  Some Naval units, such as the Battleship (BTL), can participate in ground combat during an
amphibious assault, and thus should be moved into position near the beach where the TRN will unload troops during this
phase.

Naval Units do not automatically generate a combat engagement when they occupy the same Sea Zone.  There is a possibility
that two navies may not find each other! If the Naval Detection roll is failed, then units may continue to move through the Sea
Zone as if it were not occupied, and if they choose to remain in the Sea Zone then both navies will occupy it.  The defending
player may choose to Intercept the moving navy, meaning that no Naval Detection roll is required; their declaration of
Interception means that movement must halt and a combat engagement will happen.  If they do not declare Interception, then
the moving player must roll 1D6 for each unit that moves into the Sea Zone.  If any one of these rolls result in a number
equal to or less than the number of defending units in that Sea Zone, then the Naval Detection roll succeeds, movement must
end, and combat will occur.  SUBs add one additional 1D6 to the roll each (i.e. SUBS get two rolls).  If the attacker brings
any Air Units into the Sea Zone, however, no Naval Detection roll is required, as it is assumed that Air Units are able to find
the enemy.

As an example of Naval Detection, consider an attacker who moves a Battleship, two Cruisers, and a Submarine into a Sea
Zone that contains an Aircraft Carrier, two Fighters, and a Submarine.  The defender chooses not to Intercept, and so the
attacker makes a Naval Detection roll using 5D6, since there are four units moving into the Sea Zone, and one is a SUB.
Since there are four defending units, the target for this roll is a 4.  If any one of those 5D6 comes up as a 4 or less, then the
enemy navy has been found.  Note that in this case, it is highly unlikely that the navies would not find each other, and so as a
matter of courtesy the defender should declare interception.

4. Combat Resolution

In each Territory and Sea Zone in which units from opposing sides are located, once Movement is done, one or more combat
engagements are to be resolved. These can include normal ground combat, normal sea combat, amphibious landings, strategic
bombing, and dogfighting.

Each unit is rated for how well it attacks and defends, which may be different numbers. This rating is a number that must be
rolled at or below in order to score a hit; a die roll of any number higher than this rating is a miss. Some units have special
abilities which may affect these ratings or the die rolls themselves.  Occasionally, terminology such as “1 or less” is
used in this manual; this is done because some special abilities may be able to artificially adjust the die roll, even if the dice
are not physically capable of rolling less than 1.



The attacker will roll 1D6 for each of their units involved in the combat, and keep track of the total number of hits generated.
Then the defender will roll 1D6 for each of their units, and score a certain number of hits. Then each player will remove a
number of units from their own side (they choose which units) equal to the number of hits scored against them. After
casualties are removed, the combatants have the opportunity to retreat, beginning with the attacker. If neither players does
retreat, then another round commences, with another retreat opportunity after that. Combat concludes when either one side has
been totally eliminated or has retreated.

Some units have a special ability called “sneak”. This is a shorthand term for units which get to attack or defend in a
preliminary way, causing casualties which must be removed prior to any retaliation.  Some units have an ability that imparts a
“scout modifier” - these units allow the player to adjust one of their own die rolls by 1 each combat round, which can
help other units to be more effective.  If you have two scouts in combat, then you may combine their modifiers and adjust one
roll by 2, or you may adjust two rolls by 1 each.

If one side of combat retreats, the combat concludes with one last sneak round of firing by the opposing forces. For each unit
on the non-retreating side, that player rolls 1D6 and scores a hit on a 1 or less.  Whatever retreating units remain after that will
have to move to an adjacent friendly territory.  Attackers that retreat must move back to a territory that belonged to that player
at the start of the turn, and may not move more than once even if they have more movement available. Only units with
movement greater than 0 can retreat, and AAG units may not retreat.  Units with zero movement and AAG are captured if the
defending player retreats, abandoning them.

Anti-Aircraft Guns (AAG)

Anti-Aircraft Guns play a special role in the game.  They fire automatically at overflying enemy aircraft, during the Movement
phase. For each Air Unit that flies directly over a Territory with a hostile AAG, the defender rolls 1D6, and hits on a roll of 1
or less. In addition, if there is an AAG in another Territory which belongs to the same region, then the defender gets to roll
one more die (if there are two other AAG within the region, then the defender gets two more rolls).  Each Territory can only
contain one AAG.  For each hit, the attacking player may make one “Return to Base” roll on 1D6; on a 2 or less, the
wounded plane is able to limp on home for repairs.  Return any wounded planes to the Territory from which they came (and
they do not participate in Combat), and remove any other hit planes as casualties.

As an example, the UK player includes 4 FIT and 1 BMB in an attack against Normandy. The German player has one AAG in
Normandy, plus another AAG in Netherlands. Thus, the German player will roll a total of 6 dice, as there are 5 attacking Air
units, plus one additional AAG in the Region.  If the result of this roll is two hits, then the UK player rolls two dice to
determine whether any of those casualties are able to Return To Base, otherwise they are destroyed.

While AAG do have movement, they do not participate in offensive combat; they only fire during the Movement phase. It may
be smart, however, to mobilize them along with the ground forces intended to capture a territory, moving them in with the
invading army. Note that they may only move into a Territory that does not already contain an AAG.

Fighter Scrambling

Fighters are great at intercepting incoming attacks. If a defending FIT is located within a Region and any Territory within that
Region is attacked, the defender may choose to have that FIT participate in the defense of that Territory. If it does so, then it
does not participate in any other combat that round (i.e. it cannot defend both its own Territory and another).

If a defending FIT is located adjacent to a Sea Zone and naval units in that Sea Zone are attacked, the defender may choose to
have that FIT participate in the naval defense, in lieu of defending anywhere else.

Scrambled FIT units must return to land in the Territory from which they came, if able. If that Territory is unavailable, then
that FIT must land in one adjacent Territory. If there is no adjacent Territory available either, then that FIT is destroyed.

Dogfighting

Any combat which involves FIT units from both sides will become a Dogfight, which is a separate combat resolution from the
normal ground combat. For each attacking FIT, choose one defending FIT and commit both attacker and defender to the
Dogfight. If there are more attacking FIT units than defender, any additional units remain involved in normal ground combat. If
there are more defending FIT units than attacker, the defender may choose any number of them to participate in the Dogfight,
otherwise they remain part of ground combat.

Basic fighter units hit on a 2 or less, both attacking and defending (other game factors, such as technological development, may
affect this). Either side thus engaged may retreat after the first Dogfight round; attacker must choose first whether to press the
attack, then defender may opt to bug out. Whichever side decides to retreat will be subject to one sneak round of fire aiming at
1 or less by the remaining enemy FIT units.

Victorious or retreating dogfighters must land in a friendly territory afterwards and do not participate in any other combat that
turn. Defending units must land in the territory they began in; if this is not available then they may land in an adjacent
territory. If no adjacent territory (or aircraft carrier) is available, then that unit is destroyed.



Bombing Missions

Bomber Units (BMB) have a special mode of attacking, both in terms of normal Ground Attack and in terms of Strategic
Bombing.  When they are moved into combat, the player must declare whether they are participating in Ground Attack or
Strategic Bombing.  Ground Attack means an attack against the units that occupy a territory, while Strategic Bombing refers to
an attack against the territory itself.  Bombers are susceptible to enemy AAG fire prior to making either kind of attack.

Ground Attack

Bombers participate in ground battles only during the first round of combat. However, they get two attacks during this round,
i.e. two rolls aiming for 4 or less (note that Heavy Bombers technology makes this three dice instead). After the first round,
they make no further attacks, and will use their remaining movement to reach their landing site once combat is concluded.
They remain available as casualties and can be hit by the opposing units during following combat rounds.

Strategic Bombing

Normally, only territories with Industries (IND) on them are targeted by this kind of attack, as the only damage done is to an
IND.  If a player develops Atomic Bomb technology, though, this kind of attack can be launched against any territory.  As
with the Ground Attack, each BMB rolls two dice aiming for a 4 or less (three dice with Heavy Bombers). Each hit causes one
damage to the IND in that territory; mark this damage with damage chits or counters. For each point of damage against an
IND, that IND has a build limit reduced by one.  If the total damage to an IND equals or exceeds its hit points (normally IND
has hit points equal to its purchase cost in IPC's), then that IND is destroyed and removed from the map.

A player that owns a damaged IND may opt to spend money during the Purchase Units phase to repair it.  The cost to repair
one point of damage is equal to the total amount of damage on that IND; each point of damage must be repaired one at a time.
Thus, an IND with 3 damage on it will cost a total of 3+2+1=6 IPC's to restore to full health; an IND with 7 damage will cost
7+6+5+4+3+2+1=28 IPC's to fully restore.  IND repairs are effected during Purchase Units phase and take immediate effect,
which will mean that newly purchased units will be able to be placed at the IND according to its repaired build limit. If a
player chooses to purchase a new IND (such as upgrading to a Heavy Industry) to replace an existing damaged IND, then all
damage markers on the old IND will transfer to the new IND.

Submarines

Submarines possess certain special abilities that affect how they operate in combat.  The presence of an enemy Destroyer will
neutralize these abilities, however, forcing them to conduct combat as if they were surface ships without those abilities.  The
first of these abilities is Sneak fire against Naval units.  In any Combat engagement, the SUBs of each side roll dice and
remove casualties prior to other units.  This is true both on attack and defense.

The next ability is that they can Submerge, which is a form of retreating from Combat. When a SUB submerges, it is removed
from Combat without taking any additional fire from the enemy.  It can no longer be taken as a casualty in that Combat, and
can continue to occupy the same sea zone even if enemy units maintain a presence.  A sub can submerge even if other units
remain to fight; it does not end that Combat engagement unless it was the last unit on its side involved.

Submarines cannot fire at Air units.  Whenever a SUB scores a hit in combat, it must be assigned to an available naval unit.

Transports

Transport ships (TRN) have low or zero value in combat, serving behind the scenes. As part of the fleet, though, they do
participate in combat.  While ordinary transports have both attack and defense ratings of zero, players may opt to roll for them,
if they have Scout units involved.  Transports must be chosen last as casualties in any engagement; this prevents their use as
sacrificial shields.  No nation would stoop so low as to let its merchant vessels die to protect their battleships!

Convoys are a sub-type of TRN that represent an escorted flotilla, and as such have a token attack and defense value.

5. Placement of New Units

At this phase, the player may place the units purchased in the second phase (Purchase Units) onto the map.  The units must be
placed into a Territory belonging to that player which contains an Industry (IND), or else in a Sea Zone that is adjacent to that
player's Territory which contains an IND.  However, each IND has a Build Limit, which sets the maximum number of units
that can be produced by that IND each turn.  If the Build Limit is 5, for instance, then no more than 5 units in any
combination of Ground, Air, and Naval types may be produced by it that turn.  Normal Industrial Centers have a Build Limit
equal to the IPC value of the Territory they occupy, while Heavy Industries add to this +1 for each other Territory under that
player's control in the same Region.  As an example, if the USA has a Heavy Industry in New England, which has an IPC
value of 5, and they also control Great Lakes and Appalachia (the other two Territories in the Eastern United States Region),
then up to 7 units may be produced by that IND.

The Build Limit of each IND is affected by damage that it may have taken, due to Strategic Bombing.  Each point of damage



on an IND reduces its Build Limit by one.  A player may repair this damage during the Purchase Units phase, and may choose
to only repair a portion of the damage, thus leaving a partially damaged IND to be repaired later.  See Strategic Bombing rules
for more information.

If one of the purchased units is, in fact, a new IND, then the IND must be placed last and does not count as a unit placement
(such as when upgrading an Industrial Center into a Heavy Industry).  An IND can be placed into any Territory that the player
controlled at the start of the current turn; it may be helpful to declare where the IND is intended to go during the Purchase
Units phase, prior to Combat Resolution.

Naval Units may be placed into a Sea Zone that is occupied by enemy units; on that enemy player's turn they may choose to
move their occupying naval units out of that sea zone, without any movement penalty.

6. Collect Income

At this phase, the player consults the Morale Chart and collects a number of IPC's equal to their current rating on the chart. In
addition, certain Sea Zones are designated as Shipping Lanes, vital to certain nations. These Sea Zones have a nation's roundel
on them with a number on it.  If that Sea Zone does not contain any enemy units, then that nation also collects an amount of
IPC's equal to that number.  Note that the suppression of a Shipping Lane does not have an effect on the Morale Chart.  The
total collected is added to any IPC's that were saved when units were purchased at the start of their turn, and becomes their
Treasury.

7. Morale

As the war wears on, the populace grows weary of it, and their ability to support it materially dissipates. This is represented in
game on the Morale Chart, which also serves to track the economic strength of the five nations. Each player places a national
control marker on the Morale Chart at the start of the game, covering the number that corresponds to the total IPC value of
territories they control.  Each time a Territory (but not a Shipping Lane, a type of Sea Zone) changes control due to combat,
the losing player's marker should be moved down on this chart, and the winning player moves their marker up, based on the
IPC value of the territory. In addition, at the end of each player's turn, that player's marker is moved down by one (War
Weariness).  Finally, any effects which alter the IPC value of a Territory will also cause changes on the Morale Chart.  At any
time during the game, the value on the Morale Chart should be equal to the total current value of controlled land Territories,
minus the number of rounds played.

As a nation moves upward on the Morale Chart, they will gain more Morale chits (Morale Dividend). As a nation moves
downward on the Morale Chart, they have an increasing chance of dropping out of the war (Sue For Peace).  The Morale
Chart shows values centered on the nation's starting value (N), with 15 higher numbers and 15 lower numbers.  Beginning at
N-6, the player must roll 2d6 higher than 2 in order to remain in the war; at N-7 they must roll higher than 3, and so on, until
at N-15 there is no option (that nation must Sue For Peace).  For instance, the UK starts the game with 31 IPC's of land
Territory value; if they finish a turn at only 18 IPC's, then they will have to Sue For Peace if they roll less than 9.

On the positive end of the scale, at N+6 (or better) the nation will gain 1 Morale chit during the Morale phase, while at N+9
they will gain 2 chits, and at N+12 they will gain 3 chits.  Morale chits are used to effect the re-rolling of one die, after it has
been rolled, for any purpose. This means that Morale chits can be used to try to avoid Suing For Peace, such as a roll of a 1
and a 5 with a target of 7 – the player might exchange a chit in order to re-roll the 1, getting a 3 instead and thus avoiding
their fate. Morale chits can also be used at critical times in combat, or when determining Research Priority, or any other time a
die is rolled. Each chit counts for one physical die; to re-roll both dice of a 2D6 roll would require two Morale chits.  Morale
chits are held by the player and can be used at their discretion, but only for die rolls conducted by that player (i.e. you may
not force your enemy to re-roll).

If a player fails their Sue For Peace roll, then their nation Surrenders and accepts whatever terms the enemy imposes, to be
determined as follows. A surrendering nation ceases all hostilities, and any territories that they retain control of become treated
as neutral. If a surrendering nation has any control markers on enemy territories, those markers are removed prior to making a
Surrender Roll. One enemy nation places a control marker over any Victory Cities held by that player, to indicate that those
cities count as being controlled by the enemy alliance. The surrendering nation removes all of its combat units from the board,
aside from Industries (IND), which remain and can be made use of by another power if they violate neutrality and occupy that
territory.  The Surrender Roll of 2D6 determines additional outcomes:

2 = Cede control of all but 2 territories (chosen by surrendering nation) to enemy, and give entire IPC treasury to that enemy.

3 or 4 = Cede control of all enemy-occupied original territories, and give half (rounded up) of IPC treasury to that enemy.

5 to 9 = Cede control of all enemy-occupied original territories

10 or 11 = Cede control of only 1 enemy-occupied original territory (chosen by enemy); other original territories revert to
original owner (remove the control marker), and any units on them must use Non-Combat movement to evacuate towards
friendly turf (on the occupier's next turn)

12 = All of the surrendering nation's original territories revert to that player's control, removing enemy control markers and
causing occupying units to use Non-Combat movement on their next turn to evacuate towards friendly turf.

Note that this means that it is possible for a nation's surrender to be detrimental to its enemies, as they stand a chance of



losing their territorial gains against that nation.

To determine which enemy should receive the forfeited IPC's and/or territories (assuming there is more than one enemy nation
to surrender to), use the following:

USSR surrenders to Germany

Germany surrenders to UK

UK surrenders to Germany

Japan surrenders to USA

USA surrenders to Japan

At the end of the Morale Phase, that nation gains one Morale Chit, in addition to any gained based on the Morale Chart
(Morale Subsidy).

Summary of Morale Phase (order of events):

1. War Weariness – move marker down 1 on Morale Chart

2. Sue For Peace Roll – if nation is in jeopardy, roll to check; if failed, nation surrenders and makes Surrender Roll.

3. Morale Dividend – if nation is high enough on Morale Chart, gain Morale chit(s)

4. Morale Subsidy – gain 1 Morale chit (put it to good use!)

Additional Rules

Violation of Neutrality

Players shall decide at the outset of the game whether or not to allow Violation of Neutrality during the game.  If it is not
allowed during the game, then no players units may move into or over a Neutral Territory.  If players agree to allow it, then
use the following rules to resolve the implications of such a bold maneuver.

Since neutrals do not have standing armies or treasuries in the game, their defense forces must be assembled ad-hoc once
invaded.  Some neutral territories represent harsh terrain, such as the Sahara Desert, so movement into them can grind down an
army as surely as a prepared army.  In addition, the invasion of one neutral territory may prompt another to join the opposing
alliance, since the political situation has been upset.

Each unit that moves into or ends its movement within a Neutral Territory is subject to attrition, which functions similar to
AAG fire.  For each unit, roll 1D6 and for each 1 that is rolled, one unit is destroyed.  This represents losses due to guerilla
warfare, or harsh conditions, or just the need to dedicate those units to garrison duty within the territory.

If any invading units remain, then the opposing alliance must select one player to serve as the Executor of Defense.  This
player will make all combat rolls and decisions on behalf of the invaded neutral.  Their first order of business will be the
Realignment check.  The Executor of Defense rolls 2D6 and adds to it the IPC value of the invaded neutral, and may also
choose to use Morale chits or Scout Modifiers to adjust this result.  Then the invading player rolls 2D6 and may use their own
Morale or Scout Modifiers to adjust their result.  If the invader's result is less than the Executor's, then another neutral has
been swayed to align itself with the invader's enemies; the Executor may select one neutral territory that has an IPC value less
than the invaded neutral, and place their own control marker on it.  Note that any neutral territory that has a control marker
placed on it is no longer neutral but rather belongs to the controlling player.

Next, the Executor is given a budget of 6 IPC's plus 3 times the IPC value of the territory, and purchases units from their own
stock to serve as the defending army.  This purchase must not include any IND or AAG units, nor may it include any Naval
units.  Any remainder not spent is contributed to the Muster, a fund of IPC's that may be used by the next Executor.  These
units are placed on the board, and a combat engagement ensues, to be resolved according to normal rules.  At the end of
combat, if there are any defending units remaining, they are removed from the board and the territory returns to its neutral
status.  The Executor may not choose to retreat, however.  If the invader wins and has any Ground units remaining, they place
their control marker on that territory, and adjust the Morale Chart by the IPC value of the territory.

City Garrisons

Players shall decide at the outset of the game whether or not to allow City Garrisons during the game.  If it is not allowed
during the game, then these rules for Victory City capture do not apply.  If players agree to allow it, then whenever a Territory
containing a Victory City is attacked (and the defending player is the original owner of that territory), additional City Garrison
units arise to defend the City.  These units will last only as long as the current combat; it is recommended that units from an
allied player's pool of units be used to distinguish them so that they can be removed after combat.  The defending player rolls
1D6 per each 1 IPC of territory value, and adds the result together to determine a unit purchase budget. Morale chits may be
used to alter these results, but note that the presence of Scout units has no effect since these are not combat rolls. Any



remainder not spent is lost.  The units purchased cannot include IND or AAG units, nor may it include Naval units.

Glossary of Terms used:

Strategic Bombing: see rules for Bombing Missions (targeting IND rather than units)

Dogfight: see rules for Dogfighting (engagement between opposing FITs)

Invading: Units that are located on a territory that belonged to an enemy at game start

Sneak: causes combat casualties prior to normal combat, can affect both attack and defense

Original: territory that belonged to a player at game start, indicated by color on the map

IPC: Industrial Production Certificate, the currency used in the game.

Chit:  a token that has a value assigned to it, usually a colored circular chip. If players lack stackable round chips then any
adequate marker can be employed; for instance, pennies nickels and dimes may serve this role.


